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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to propose Software Process Improvement (SPI) plan 
in a software development organization. I start with, first, the brief introduction about 
the organization in focus, its issues,  goals of the plan and SPI methods used in this 
proposal. Then, next sections, I explain about the current and target processes,  plan to 
implement the target process and how to measure the success of the target process. 
Finally, in the section 6, I give a discussion about motivation and risk of this proposal. 

1.1 Context description 
I plan to implement this software process improvement proposal in a company that 
has its  business in the area of  Intelligent information for financial market and other 
professions such as legal and health care. The group  in focus of this improvement 
plan is a development team which is responsible for one of the components of a new 
strategic desktop product of the company. This component is responsible for charting 
functionalities of the product. Its main functionality is to display graphs of historical 
and real-time data, which are sourced in many company databases, to users in order to 
facilitate information analysis activities in clients’ daily works. 
 
This development team works on Windows platform using MS Visual Studio as their 
development tools. The team uses Component Object Model (COM) technology and 
c++ programming language to develop the component. 
 
Regarding the software engineering process, the team has adopted some practices 
from agile methodologies, for instance, iteration planning, burn down chart, stand up 
meeting and retrospective meeting, for one year. Previously, they used the traditional 
waterfall model in their software development. You can find the current overall 
process model of this team in Figure 1 below (I will focus my implementation of this 
SPI plan on the” Component Iteration Development” activities only) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The development team comprises of the following  roles 

• 11 Developers (Dev) 
• 4 Quality Assurances (QA or aka. Tester) 
• 1 Product Manager (PM) 
• 1 Project Manager (PjM) 
• 2-3 Product Supports (PS) (The number depends on the amount of client 

issues at a time) 
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1.2 Method 
I apply the systematic approach SPI method, Plan-Do-Check-Act (Shewhart and 
Deming 1939; Demming 1986), throughout this proposal. In addition, I also employ 
other SPI methods below in this SPI proposal. 

• Process Modeling (Armitage and Kellner 1994): It’s used to illustrate the 
current baseline and target process modeling. 

• Measurement&GQM (Birk, Hamann et al. 1999; Morasca 2001): It’s used to 
generate measures for measurement plan (Please see more detail in section 5). 

1.3 Issues 
Due to the nature of the application and technologies being used in the project, 
developers have to execute unit test via application UI so there is an effort duplication 
between developer Unit Test activity and QA testing activity, which is called “System 
Test” 

1.4 Goals 
The goal is to detect and reduce the effort duplication between developer and QA by 
15% of all actual effort spent in current testing activities (System and Unit Test 
activities) while maintaining the same quality (The quality will be indicated by using 
numbers of defect raised after “Component Iteration Development” and it has to be 
less than or the same as the current numbers. More detail can be found in section 2.3) 

2 Baseline process 
In this section, I explain the detail of  “Component Iteration  Development” phase I 
mentioned in section 1.1. The phase comprises of many iterations of development 
and, before entering this phase, the team already had all User stories defined for the 
whole release from the “Release Planning” phase. This also includes their priorities 
and estimates. All this information was stored in ”Product Backlog” artifact. “Defect 
Priority List” is also another artifact which is defined from Release Planning phase.  

2.1 Elements of the baseline process 
This section describes the  detail of artifacts, activities, roles and techniques/ tools 
used in one iteration of “Component Iteration Development” phase. 
List of artifacts produced/used in the iteration 

• Product Backlog: List of all User Stories (US), their priorities and estimates 
for the whole release. 

• Defect Priority List: List of all defects ordered by their priorities. 
• Target User Story for Iteration: List of User Stories to be delivered in the 

current iteration. 
• User Story with Normal Flow (NF): The Target User Story for Iteration that 

has its normal flows defined 
• Approved User Story with Normal Flow: The User Story with Normal Flow 

artifact  that is approved and validated by Product Manager. 
• Target Defect List: List of defects to be delivered in the current iteration. 
• Unit Test Script: The instruction how to run unit test for defects and User 

Stories delivered in the current iteration. 
• Code baseline: The source code baseline from previous Build Package 

activity. 
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• Design Document: This is the design for some complex User Stories and 
Defects. There is no Design Document required for simple implementation. 

• Modified Code: Source code containing implementation of US and Defects. 
• Revised Code: Modified Code that passed Code Review activity. 
• Component Package: A result package from compiling the Revised Code. 
• Unit Tested Package: Component Package that  passed the Unit Test activity. 
• Package for System Test: Unit Tested Package which has all NFs validated 

in Demo activity. 
• System Test Script: The instruction how to run System Test for defects and 

User Stories delivered in the current iteration. This artifact can contain both 
manual and automated test script. 

• New Code Baseline: New code baseline for next modification. 
• Completed Package: The Component Package that achieved the quality 

standard of the company. It contains  target user stories and defects planned 
for the current iteration. 

List of activities performed in the Iteration 
• Iteration Planning: Activity to decide which USs and Defects need to be 

delivered in the current Iteration. 
• Create Normal Flow: Activity to create NFs for each Target US for Iteration 
• Normal Flow Approval: Activity to validate the correctness of all NFs 

defined in Target US for Iteration. 
• Design: Activity to create a design document for some complex USs and 

Defects. For the simple ones, this activity will be skipped. 
• Coding: Activity for the implementations of the USs and defect’s solutions. 
• Code Review: Activity to review the implementations from Coding activity 

and create Unit Test Script artifact. 
• Build Package: A process to compile the changed source code to generate 

Component Package artifact (zip of dlls). 
• Unit Test: White box testing performed by Developer. 
• Demo: The session to check if all NFs of USs work correctly. 
• Create Test Script: The activity to create instructions how to run 

functionality test (Black box testing) for every Defect and US delivered in the 
current iteration. QA who performs this activity also creates automated test 
scripts for some test cases if possible. 

• System Test:  Black box testing performed by QA. 
List of roles involved in activities of the Iteration 

• Developer (Dev): A person who implements and makes changes in software. 
• Quality Assurance (QA): A person who validates the qualities (functional 

and non-functional) of the component. 
• Product Manager (PM): A person who acts as a representative of customers. 

List of techniques/tools used in activities of the Iteration 
• Subversion (SVN): The central place to store source code and tracking 

revision of the code. 
• Development Environment: Environment Developer uses for Coding, Code 

Review, Unit Test and Demo activities. 
• Build Environment: Special environment Developer uses for compiling and 

building Component Package. 
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• Defect Tracking System (DTS): A tool that stores all defects’  information, 
e.g. reproduce step, customer who raised them, severity, priority, etc. 

• Requirement Management Tool (RMT): A tool that stores all requirements 
detail, e.g. US, NF, priority, etc 

• QA Environment: Environment used by QA to perform System Test activity. 

2.2 Descriptive model of the baseline process 
The artifacts, activities, roles and techniques/tools listed in the previous section can be 
illustrated as diagrams of descriptive model(Armitage and Kellner 1994) in Figure 2 
and 3 below. (Before going through the diagrams, please first take a look at the top 
left corner of Figure 2 for explanation of each shape in the diagrams) 
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2.3 Performance of the baseline process 
Quality of the current process model 
The SPI team in the company regularly monitors the number of component’s defect 
raised by customer to Product Support team after the component has been released to 
customer. It turns out that they found, on average, 5 defects per month. Therefore, this 
number will be used as an indicator for the quality of this component. 
 
Actually, to be more precise, I have to take into account the number of defects found 
in Integration and Acceptance Testing phases (see Figure 1. from section 1.1 for more 
detail). However, there is hardly any defect  found at the two phases so far. As a 
result, I will use the number of 5 defect per month as a quality benchmark of the 
current process. Anyway, the number of defects raised at these two phases will be 
monitored again when the new process model is deployed to the team. 
 
Evidence of Effort Duplication 
There is no formal quantitative figure to indicate how much the duplication happens 
from the testing activities of Developer and QA. However, the team did some 
research about this issue in the past by involving QA in Unit Test activity to monitor 
the test performed by developer and vice versa for the System Test activity. It turned 
out that at least 90% of User Stories and Defects had some parts of their Unit Test 
Script duplicated with the ones in System Test Script. In addition, There is, on 
average, around 30% of effort duplication in those 90% test scripts. 

3 Target process 
The new process model aims to increase synchronization between Unit Test and 
System Test activity. In this proposal, I also plan to integrate measurement process 
into some activities in order to indicate the achievement of the new process model 
(more detail will be explained in section 5) 
 
Changes in  Artifacts 
I will introduce a new “Central Test Database” artifact, the database of all functional 
testing categorized by different functionality areas of the component. This database 
will contain the test scripts (both manual and automated ones) which would be re-
used in the future testing, for instance, some sensitive areas or main functionalities of 
the component. There will be a new activity, “Update Central Test Database”,  to 
review the reusable test scripts and integrate them into the database at the end of each 
iteration. This database will be hosted on subversion (SVN), the environment 
currently used for storing the source code. 
 
In order to synchronize the testing between Developer and QA, both roles have to 
share the same test script document therefore I will introduce a new artifact, “Unified 
Test Script” (UTS). In this new process model both Unit Test Script and System Test 
Script will be replaced with Unified Test Script. The artifact will contain the 
instruction how to run the tests, the  results after running each test case, and the role 
who run each test case. At first, the test script will be created by QA. After that, in the 
Code Review activity, developer suppose to check if there are any test cases from QA 
that they can use in Unit Test activity and add more test cases (for their Unit Test 
activity) in the test script if they are needed. The new Unified Test Script will have 
the template as in the Figure 4 below. 
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Test detail Expected result For unit  
test? 

Result 
Cycle1 Cycle2 Cycle3 

Test Case1   y       
Test Step#1 Expected result#1   PASS PASS PASS 
Test Step#2 Expected result#2   FAIL FAIL PASS 
Test Step#3 Expected result#3         
Test Step#4 Expected result#4         
Test Step#5 Expected result#5         
Test Step#6 Expected result#6         

Test Case2   n       
Test Step#1 Expected result#1         
Test Step#2 Expected result#2         
Test Step#3 Expected result#3         
Test Step#4 Expected result#4         

 
Figure 4 

 
Changes in Tools and Environment 
A new “Test Center” environment  used for both Unit Test and System Test activity 
will be introduced. 
 
In addition, the subversion (SVN) will be used to store the “Central Test Database” 
mentioned in the previous section. 
  
Changes in Activities 
Central Test Database will be added as an additional input artifact for Create System 
Test Script activity. The new input could help QA to reuse some of their old test cases 
and perform this activity faster. The output artifact will then be changed from the 
System Test Script to the new "Unified Test Script from QA". Basically, this new 
output artifact will contain the same kind of system test script except that the it will be 
change to use the shared format agreed by Developer and QA (Please refer to the 
Unified Test Script format from the previous section Changes in Artifacts). The SVN 
will also add as a necessary environment storing the Central Test Database for this 
activity. 
 
Then, this “Unified Test Script from QA” artifact will be used as a new input for 
Code Review activity. This is to make developer aware about the test cases created by 
QA and use them in the coming Unit Test activity if possible. Developer also have to 
mark on the QA’s test cases which they will pick up for Unit Test activity. Additional 
test case from white box testing perspective (Developer's unit testing) will be added 
into the test case if necessary. One output from Code Review activity then will be 
changed from Unit Test Script to "Draft Unified Test Script" (the test case that 
contains both System and Unit test script). An overall of new process model will look 
like the Figure 5  below. 
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Figure 5 

However, this will create more dependency between Developer and QA activities 
because, to start the Code Review activity, Developer now have to wait for QA to 
create the artifact “ Unified Test Script from QA”. Anyway, QA usually finished 
creating their test script before developer start their Code Review activity and the new 
Central Test Database could help QA create the test script faster therefore,  most of 
the case, developer do not have to wait for QA to finish creating the test script to start 
their Code Review activity in this new process. 
 
A new Activity "Unified Test Review" will be added before starting the Unit Test 
activity. This is a session for both Developer and QA to revise the content in Draft 
Unified Test Script together in the case that there are adjustments required. It also 
helps QA aware about the test cases that developer select for their Unit Test Activity 
thus QA will not run the test cases twice in their System Test Activity. The result, 
“Unified Test Script” artifact, will be used as a replacement for the old input artifact, 
Unit Test Script, for Unit Test activity. In addition, I also expect Developer to be able 
to reuse some of automated test cases from QA in the Unit Test activity. 
 
In Unit Test activity, there is also a change in environment from Developer 
Environment to "Test Center". The new process model will look like the Figure 6 
below. 
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Figure 6 
One input artifact for System Test Activity will be changed from the old System Test 
Script to the new "Unified Test Script with Dev Result". This new artifact will let QA 
aware about the test cases which was already run by Developer in Unit Test activity 
and avoid running them twice. The QA environment will also be changed to Test 
Center. The new process model will look like the Figure 7 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7 
At the end of the iteration, a new activity "Update Central Test Database" will be 
introduced to integrate test cases which are potentially reusable in the future into 
Central Test Database. The new process model will look like the Figure 8 below. 
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4 Implementation of target process 
The aim of this section is to explain the plan to transform the baseline process into the 
target process mentioned in the previous section. The implementation plan is 
separated into 2 major phases, Preparation and Incremental Deployment Phases. For 
each phase I will use a table to describe what is the step to take, when the step should 
start/end, who will get involved in each step and how to implement it.  
 
Preparation phase 
This is the phase to communicate the reason of the change, provide necessary 
trainings and build the new elements of the target process to the team. This phase will 
take around 2 months to be completed. The start date is at the beginning of Jan 2012. 

Step When Who How to implement 
1. 
Communicate 
Dev/QA 
about the 
reasons of the 
change 

09/01/12 
(1 day 
event) 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

PjM communicates to all Dev and QA in team 
about the reason of  and expected result from 
the change. All Dev and QA  have to participate 
in the session to encourage the common 
understanding and  coordination in group. 

2. Grant SVN 
Permission 
for QA 

09/01/12 
to 
13/01/12 

PjM PjM is responsible for granting permissions on 
SVN for all QA. (previously only DEV can 
access SVN) 
Exit condition: All QA got permissions on SVN 

3. Create 
Central Test 
Database 
 

16/01/12 
to 
27/01/12 

QA, 
Dev 

This activity involves QA categorizing all of 
their test cases, which is stored in excel files, 
according to different functionalities of the 
component. Then, QA will create one folder for 
one category of a functionality on SVN. After 
that, the categories will be reviewed by Dev. 
Finally, all test cases will be uploaded onto a 
proper folder on SVN 
Entry condition:  
- All QA collect all the test cases they used in 
the past iterations and place them at a shared 
place where all QA in team can get access. 
- Step 2 must be completed 
Exit condition: 
- DEV agreed with category system created by 
QA 
- All test cases are uploaded onto SVN 

4. Build Test 
Center 
Environment 
 

30/01/12 
to 
10/02/12 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

First, PjM discusses with Dev and QA  about 
the types of software and specifications of new 
hardware to be used for the new Test Center 
environment. Then, PjM will take responsibility 
to allocate some budget to buy hardware and 
software for the environment accordingly. After 
having the hardware and software ready, Dev 
and QA will take turn to install the required 
applications for Unit and System Test activities  
respectively on Test Center environment. 
Exit condition: 
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-Having the Test Center configured and ready 
for Dev and QA testing activities. 

5. 
Communicate 
new Unified 
Test template 

30/01/12 
(0.5 day) 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

PjM communicates the new unified test 
template (according to the Figure 4 in section3) 
to all Dev and QA in team 

6. Training 
 

13/02/12 
to 
02/03/12 
(only on 
Friday 
each 
week) 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

PjM arranges one day workshop on Friday of 
each week for 3 weeks to introduce those new 
artifacts, activities and  environments to Dev 
and QA in team. The session will simulate the 
situation where Dev and QA  try to  perform 
their usual testing on the new Test Center and 
update the new Template, Unified Test Script, 
to synchronize their testing activities. In 
addition, Dev also learn how to use Automate 
test tool in this session 
Entry condition:  
-Step1 to 5 must be completed 
 

Incremental Deployment Phase 
I plan to gradually introduce the new elements of the target process. The completed 
target process will be deployed in the 3rd iterations of the next enhancement release(1st 
iteration will start at the beginning of March). There are 2 reasons for this incremental 
deployment: 

1) Team will gradually adjust to the change. 
2) It’s easy to identify the problem caused by each of the new element. 
Step When Who How to implement 

7. 
1stiteration: 
Introduction 
of Test 
Center 

05/03/12 
to 
16/03/12 
 
 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

The new Test Center Environment will be 
deployed in the first iteration. As a result, the 
effected activities are Unit Test and System 
Test, which will be moved away from their old 
test environments to this new one. 
There will be a feedback session at the end of 
this iteration. 
Entry condition: Step 1 – 6 must be completed 
Exit condition: No critical delay or complain 
from Dev and QA from using the environment 
in their testing activities in the feedback 
session. 
 

8. 
2ndIteration: 
Introduction 
of Central 
Test 
Database 

19/03/12 
to 
30/03/12 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

The new Central Test Database will be 
deployed. It will impact only Create Test Script 
activity because the Unified Test Script won’t 
be introduced in this step. (Central Test 
Database will be a new input and QA will use 
SVN for the first time in the activity but the 
output is still System Test Script ) 
The same as the previous step, there will be a 
feedback session at the end of this iteration. 
Entry condition: Step 1 – 7 must be completed 
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Exit condition: Got positive feedback from QA 
on using the new Central Test Database and no 
critical problems reported from using the SVN 
environment. 

9. 
3rdIteration: 
Fully 
deployment 

02/04/12 
to 
13/04/12 

PjM, 
Dev, 
QA 

This is an the iteration that all new elements of 
the target process get deployed. 
Entry condition: Step 1 – 8 must be completed 
 

Note:   - PjM will take responsibilities for the whole planning of this implementation  
and maintain/adjust the  planning as appropriate. 

- In the last 3 steps, Dev/QA will be monitored and coached closely by PjM. 

5 Measurement and control 
This section explains how to conduct the measurement plan to evaluate the 
achievement of the target process according to the goals mentioned in section 1.4. 
Then, the action plans will be provided to act upon the results from the measurement 
plan. 

5.1 Measurement plan 
In this part, I use the Goal Question Metric (GQM) method as a guideline to define 
measures (Birk, Hamann et al. 1999; Morasca 2001). According to the section 1.4, 
there are 2 goals (G1 and G2) for measurement. For each goal, questions and models 
to answer the questions will be formulated as follow: 
G1: Analyze Unit and System Test activities for the purpose of Evaluation with 

respect to their Effectiveness from the point of view of the PjM 
Q1.1: How much can the effort duplication between Dev and QA test activities 

(unit test, system test) be detected and avoided in the target process? 
Ans:   Duplication Ratio = 

(M1.1+M1.2)/((M1.3+M1.1+M1.2)+(M1.4+M1.1))*100 
G2: Analyze team’s component (end product) for the purpose of Monitoring with 

respect to their Quality from the point of view of the PjM. 
Q2.1: What is the number of raised defect in Integration and Acceptance 
Testing phases? 
Ans:  Number of defect from integration and Acceptance Testing phases = M3  
Q2.2: What is the number of raised defect per month after the component was 

released to customer? 
 Ans: Number of defect per month from customer = M4 
 

Measures definition 
Before explaining in more detail about each measure in the models above, I would 
like to introduce the Figure 9 to illustrate the duplication effort happening between 
Unit Test and System Test Activities. 
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The left and right circles represent the effort spent in Unit and System Test activities 
respectively. The System Test can be separated into 2 sections, which are automated 
and manual test. The automated part usually requires very low effort from QA so I 
will assume that there is no effort required to run automated test for both baseline and 
target process. For each measure below, its attributes are defined in the following 
format [O: Object being measured, S: Scale Type, R: Range, U: Unit] 
 
M1.1 = Actual effort on the test cases that QA don’t have to run because Dev have 
already run it in Unit Test. [O: Unit Test Activity, S: Ratio, R: Positive number, U: 
Man.Day] 
 
According to the Figure 9, this is the manual test cases from QA in Unified Test 
Script that Dev have reviewed and found that they can use them in Unit Test activity. 
This measure will be collected from the actual effort Dev spent in running these test 
cases. I assume here that if the team still use the baseline process, QA will have to 
spend the same amount of effort as Dev in running the same exact test cases as Dev. 
Thus, this is the duplication effort we can detect and avoid in the target process. 
 
M1.2 = Estimate effort on the test cases that Developer don’t have to run because they 
can reuse the automated test script from QA [O: Unit Test Activity, S: Ratio, R: 
Positive number, U: Man.Day] 
 
According to the Figure 9, this is the automated test cases from QA in Unified Test 
Script that Dev have reviewed and found that they can use them in Unit Test activity. 
It means that there is no effort required in running these test cases in Unit Test and it’s 
the part of duplicated effort that can be detected and avoid. Therefore, Dev have to 
estimate how much effort they have to spend if they need to run it manually, which is 
the case in the baseline process, and this estimate will be collected for this measure. 
 
M1.3 = Total actual effort that Dev spent in Unit Test Activity excluding M1.1 [O: 
Unit Test Activity, S: Ratio, R: Positive number, U: Man.Day] 
 
M1.4  = Total actual effort spent in System Test Activity. [O: System Test Activity, 
S: Ratio, R: Positive number, U: Man.Day] 
 
M3 =  Number of defects raised during the Integration Testing and Acceptance 
Testing [O: Team’s component(product), S: Ratio, R: Positive number, U: Defect] 
 
M4 =  Number of defects per month  raised from the real customer after this product 
is launched [O: Team’s component(product), S: Ratio, R: Positive number, U: Defect] 
 
Note for the models: 

• The term “M1.3+M1.1+M1.2” means the effort that Dev supposes to spend in 
Unit Test Activity if the team still use the current baseline process. 

• The term “M1.4+M1.1” means the effort that QA supposes to spend in 
System Test Activity if the team still use the current baseline process 

 
Plan for Measurement 
The table below shows the plan for collecting the measures mentioned above. It gives 
the information about the activities and events of the process where the data collection 
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events will occur, resource/tools being used for the data collection and roles who will 
provide/collect the measures. (PjM will be the one who control the quality of all 
measures) 
 

ID Data creation 
event 

Data Col. 
Time 

Data Col. Resource Data 
Provider 

Data 
Colle
ctor 

M1.1 Unit Test Test End Unified Test Script Dev PjM 
M1.2 Unit Test Test End Experts in Dev team Dev PjM 
M1.3 Unit Test Test End Unified Test Script Dev PjM 
M1.4 System Test Test End Unified Test Script QA PjM 
M2 Integration/Acce

ptance Test 
Test End DTS QA PjM 

M3 Real user Every month DTS PS PjM 
The actual effort, M1.1, M1.3 and M1.4, will be provided by the person who perform 
the test activities (either Dev or QA) by using enhanced Unified Test Script artifact 
(Figure 10). At each test case in the test script, I will add a button with macro code to 
start/stop timer. The button must be clicked to start the timer before a specific test 
case in the test script is executed. Then, when the test case is finished, it must be 
clicked again to stop and calculate the time spent in that specific test case. After the 
test activity is finished, PjM will collect this actual effort from the Unified Test 
Script. 

 
Figure 10 

This way of collecting the measures requires a little effort from data providers (Dev 
or QA) and could improve their concentration on each test case. Thus, the data 
collected here should be more reliable than the ones in the baseline process (In the 
current process,  PjM just simply asks Dev and QA about the actual effort they spent) 
 
As for the estimate effort, M1.2, I will use the Delphi method (Moløkken-Østvold and 
Jørgensen 2004) to make the measure more reliable. Two or more Dev and PjM (who 
will take the moderator role)  will be involved in the group estimation after the Unit 
Test activity is finished. Then, PjM will collect the result from this activity. 
 
M2 will be  collected by QA. After the Integration or Acceptance Testing are 
finished, QA will extract the number of defect found in the phase  from DTS and 
report it to PjM. 
 
M3 will be monitor monthly by Product Support(PS) team. They will extract all of 
defects raised from user from DTS each month and report the number to PjM. 

5.2 Action plan 
The target process will considered achieved when the three conditions below are met: 

• Condition 1: Duplication Ratio is more than 15%  
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• Condition 2: M2 is zero for Integration and Acceptance Testing phases of each 
release. 

• Condition 3: M3 is less than or equal 5 for each month. 
If one of the three conditions above is failed, there will be an action plans as follow 
 
Condition 1 is failed: The team need to investigate all of the functionality areas being 
delivered in the iteration. This is to list out the functionalities that cause less test 
duplication effort than what we expected. This list will be studied (e.g. is it a new 
functionality?, how often is it used by customer?) by the team in order to find a 
process to handle them properly in the next iteration. 
 
Condition 2 or condition 3 are failed: Dev have to investigate the root cause of the 
defects. This is to find out if there are any defects being introduced by the changes of 
Unit or System Test activities. If that is the case, Dev and QA have to scope down 
into their test cases that cause those defects and bring them to discuss with PjM to 
improve the process in the future. If there is no defect introduced by those testing 
activities, PjM will monitor the M2 and M3 again from next software release and see 
if these conditions will still be failed. 
 
However, if the new process is achieved and M3 is very less than 5 for very long 
period (quality got improved dramatically), PjM will propose this team process to be 
stored in Experience Factory (Basili and Caldiera 1988) of the company. 

6 Discussion 
In this section, I will explain the underlying  rationales of this proposal. Risks from 
this change will be also mentioned here along with their mitigation plans. 

6.1 Underlying rationale of proposed changes 
There are 2 main reasons why I propose this change strategy to this development 
team. Firstly, I will explain why this new process suite the current practice and culture 
of the team base from a research conducted specially for this team in the past. 
Secondly, I will discuss why this target process could be seen as a starting point for a 
transformation about the roles of Dev and QA of the team and, probably, of the 
organization level in the future as well.  
 
Why does this target process suite the team? 
The team had realized about this effort duplication problem for quite some times. As a 
result, a case study (Yin 2009) was conducted in this team to understand the problem. 
The expectation from this study was to find out a possible solution to this problem. 
The study involved QA to monitor Unit Test activity performed by Dev and vice 
versa (as I mentioned in section 2.3). At the end of each iteration, PjM interviewed 
Dev and QA about their experiences on each other test activities. Then PjM 
documented the findings into meeting minutes. The study in this team went on for 6 
iterations and one of the interview sessions revealed that Dev and QA began to  re-use 
each other test cases in their testing activities of that iteration.  For example, Dev 
noticed some interesting test cases when they observed QA performing test activity 
on one functionality. Then, in the later iterations, they re-used QA’s idea on that same 
functionality in their Unit Test activity. This findings of test case re-usability between 
Dev and QA brought me the idea of the changes presented in this proposal. In other 
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word, this proposal just bring the implicit process of sharing test cases between Dev 
and QA during the case study to the foreground and document it as a process model 
(Armitage and Kellner 1994) of the team. 
 
Another reason for me to propose this change to the team comes from the good level 
of technical experiences, responsibility and relationship between team members. This 
is because the team have been working together for 3 years on the same product. One 
drawback from this proposal is that the responsibility on testing between Dev and QA 
will be more ambiguous, for instance, Dev can be free to select or not to select the test 
case from QA in the Unified Test Script. Therefore, it requires a good responsibility, 
collaboration and testing knowledge from the two roles. With the 3-years period of 
working together, their skills and relationship have been built to the level that can 
handle the flexible test activities in this proposal. 
 
To sum up, with their existing familiarity of test cases re-using and the good maturity 
in many aspects of the team (team relationship, technical knowledge and 
responsibility), I believe that the team will be able to adapt this proposed change with 
an acceptable level of  resistance to the process transformation. 
 
First step toward team transformation 
After this change has been implemented successfully, I expect Dev to be able to learn 
the quality aspects from QA and embedded this quality aspects into their development 
activities. Thus, Dev will have more ownership on quality in their activities such as 
Coding activity. Then, the role of QA can be transformed to control only the selection 
of proper test cases from the Central Test Database artifact and let Dev perform Unit 
Test activity based from their selection. Finally, the System Test activity will be 
removed. This will reduce the amount of QA resource  required per Dev team.  
 
In addition, the successful of this change in the team could be seen as a pilot project 
for QA role transformation of the whole organization. This proposal could be 
included into Experience Factory (Basili and Caldiera 1988) of the company and the 
team could be seen as the example of the achievement to motivate other team to use 
this approach. Therefore, it could reduce the overall cost on QA resource of the 
organization. 

6.2 Risks of proposed changes 
In this part, I will identified the 2 major risks that could happen after implementing 
the target process. The mitigation plan will be also provided for each risk I mention. 
 
Misunderstanding test cases from QA 
There is a risk that Dev can misunderstand the test cases that are created by QA in 
Unified Test Script artifact. Even though, both Dev and QA perform the same kind of 
functionality testing in their test activities (which causes the effort duplication 
problem as I mentioned in this proposal), there could be some technical terms on 
testing strategies and/or common wordings among QA group of which Dev are not 
aware before. 
 
To mitigate this problem, QA have to help Dev review the test cases which are re-
used in Unit Test activity to ensure that Dev understand them correctly before they 
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perform Unit Test activity. Unified Test Review activity will be a channel here for 
QA to review their  test cases  with Dev. 
 
Another risk in this area might be from using the Automated Test tool by Dev because 
they never use the tool before in the current baseline process. The training I 
mentioned in the section 4 could be seen as a starting point of their learning curve. 
Having QA to coach Dev in the Unit Test activity could help Dev to develop their 
skills on the tool and reduce this risk. 
 
Confusion in Testing Ownership for new joiner in team 
Even though, the team has a good level of relationship and technical knowledge, there 
could still be a risk from responsibilities confusion in test activities when there is a 
new joiner in the team. This is because the target process, in which Dev and QA share 
the same Unified Test Script, is very different from the typical software development 
process every engineer, and the new joiner,  used to work with. 
 
To mitigate this problem, PjM needs to assign a person, Dev or QA, to coach the new 
joiner about the test case synchronization between Dev and QA for the first 3 months. 
The possible channel for this coaching activity to happen will be in Unified Test 
Review activity. 
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